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ALINEAMENT ENHANCEMENT TECHNIQUE FOR
ACTIVE FAULT ANALYSIS
HIROYASU TAKAHASHI
IBM Japan
Tokyo, Japan

ABSTRACT
Lineament enhancement is an important
subject in image,processing. In this paper
a simple but powerful lineament enhancement
technique
is
presented,
which
consists of a unique differentiation and a
directional filtering.
A preprocessing
and postprocessings are also described.
And some results from LANDSAT images are
selected and exhibited for comparison of
the effects of several parameters in each
step.
I.

INTRODUCTION

The detection of active faults is
indispensable' for earthquake researches
and resource explorations. It is generally carried out by on-the-spot surveys or
interpretation of airphotos by the eye.
Besides these methods, LANDSAT images are
utilized. These images have some merits:
wide coverage of survey area, easiness of
~cquisition of digitized images in magnet~c
tapes, etc.
The analysis of active
faults by LANDSAT images is mainly done by
the eye, and the machine processinq of
them is still in an early stage.
If the
machine processing could
produce good
results,
it would
give us
valuable
profits, e.g., exclusion of subjectivity
by analysts,
release from
voluminous
works, etc.
Direct machine processing of active
faults is very difficult, so' lineaments
are generally taken as the target in place
of them, which are line-like features in
the terrain that are inferred to be faults
Or joints. The term 'lineament' is used
here
in a
broad sense.
Vanderbrug 1
proposed semilinear line detectors and
~pPlied them to satellite imagery. Fhrich 2
W~iehloped a glohal edge detection method,
c
adopted matched filtering, directional average functions, a heuristic peak

finder, and a global line constructor.
Here, a new lineament enhancement technique,
simple but
powerful one,
is
described.
II.

r,INEAHENT ENHANCEHENT

The
most remarkable
feature
of
lineaments can be assumed to be linear
edges. ~'1ith attention to this feature, the
technique consists of two main steps, STEP
1 and STEP 2. STEP 1 makes an edge image
from an original image by running a unique
filter that adopts differentiation under
increase condition and an upper limit for
big values. STEP 2 applies a directional
filtering that rotates a thin slit around
every pixel in the differential image and
calculates the average value in the slit.
~hrouqh
these steps, linear edges are
enhanced.
Generally STEP
and STEP 2 are
executed for 2 or 4 directions to eliminate the inequality by the differentiation
under increase condition, and then the
lineament enhanced images are overlaid by
the maximum value for every pixel.
Furthermore, when even treatment is
desired
for lineaments
in terms
of
strength of contrast, a dynamic contrast
stretching is performed to the original
image before STBP 1. This will be called
Step 0 for convenience.
The results from
STEP 2 are made of gray values, so when
enhanced linear lines should be decided to
be there or not, some more processings are
required. In that case, thinning (Step 3)
and line tracking (Step
4) are also
applied to the results from STEP 2.
Note that STEP 1 and STEP 2 are main
theme in this paper and that the results
from STEP 2 are judged by the ,e,(e and
mainly used for active fault analys~s.
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condition
(NO), differentiation
taking absolute values (YES).

A. STEP 1
Lineaments often have two opposite
contrast eoges on their both sides, and
one of the two has a noisy effect on the
other in STEP 2. Also linear edges generally have bad effects on their neighhoring
linear edges in STEP 2, so indepenoent
processings of linear edges for different
directions are desireo.
If the edges on
the both sides are processed independently
and overlaid, the other side has no effect
on the averaging in STEP 2 and sharper
edges can be obtained. Here, differentiation
under increase
condition
is
thought out and adopted to eliminate the
effect on the other side and neighbors.

ii

II

Fig.1 shows a pair of 5x5 differential windows under increase condition that
is mainly used in this paper. Let's call
the pair UN-filter (from north and west) ,
which takes the maximum value of the two
and aims to catch linear edges that have
lighter portion on N,W,NW,~lE, and sw sides
(N:north, S:south, W:west, F:east). The /
and X elements in the windm"s are iqnored.
The reason why four ele~ents indicated by
X are ignored is that if the filter
encounters an oblique edge,
t\"O of them
will have the opposite effect tb the other
elements in the windm".
~'1indow
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Fig.1 A sample of filters in STEP
In
Fiq.1, each
positive
\oTindow
element is coupled to the opposite negative element and an upper limit for big
differ:::'H.!e of the couple is adopted so
that the big value may not have an excessive influence on their neighbors in ST:CP
2. If the limit is set to the whole window
instead of the couple, a few big values
may still have a bad influence.
The parameters used in this step are
as follows.
The abbreviations will be
used in section III for convenience.
',I,
,I,
1,1

FLT: direction and size of the filter,
e.g., Nr75,
LMT: upper limit for the difference
between the pair,
ABS: differentiation
under increase

B. STEP 2
The differential image from STEP
has useless minute edges and the candidates of lineaments often have gaps in
themselves. To eliminate the minute eOGes
and fill up the gaps, oirectional filtering is applied.
It rotates a thin slit
around every pixel in the oifferential
image, calculates average values for everv
direction, and assigns the maximum value
of all directions to the pixel.
Just when the pixel is on a lineament
and the direction of the slit matches with
the direction of the lineament, most of
the values in the slit are big and the
average value of the slit consequently
becomes hig and the maximum of all oirections.
In other words, pixels on linear
edges have the chance to become big at
least once,
but the other pixels have no
chance.
Similarly
small
gaps
in
lineaments can have the chance and be
filled
up.
Thus,
linear edges
are
enhanced and smoothed and minute edges are
vanished through this step.
The length of the slit is selected
according to the length of lineaments of
interest.
The number of directions is
decided according to the slit length and
filter size in STEP
1, i.e.,
it is
increaseo when the slit length is long and
filter size is small.
While the sampling
interval in the slit is set in order to
save computing time.
The t'arameters used in
as follows.

LNr,: lenqth of the slit in directional
filtering,
DRC: number of slit directions for 180
degrees,
INT: sampling interval in the slit.
C. OTHER STEPS
The following steps are executed only
when preprocessinq or postprocessings are
desired.
Step O. Lineaments are often manifested by weak edges compared with the
global geological features such as peaks
of mountains or valleys that are mostly
different from lineaments.
The strong
edges other than lineaments are undesirable in STEP 2, hecause the weak lineaments
diminish relatively.
In order to decrease
the undesirable effect of the above strong

II'
1

, :1
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this step are

edges, a
dynamic contrast
stretchina
method was developed.
It controls globai
contrast and local
one.
When global
contrast is weak and local contrast is
strong, the difference between weak edges
and strong edges hecomes small.

original image
(Band 6,
240x2S6)
in
Yoyoyama district that lies to the north-"
east of Lake Biwa. The area in the image
has eight active faults, which are indicated by {--> <--) , after the Research
r,roup for Active Faults 4

step 3. The results from STEP 2 have
gray values and it is impossible for the
machine to discriminate linear lines from
their background.
If
further machine
processings
are
desired
to
extract
lineaments, the image should be binarized
and thinned. The "thinning algorithm by
Hilditch 3 is used here.

STEP 1. Fig.4 shows the differential
the filter
(FLT=NNS,
ABS=NO, LMT=1S) explained in Fig.1 to the
original image.
For comparison, Fig.S
shows the differential image by applying
the filter
(FLT=NSNES, ABS=YES, Ln'J'=1S).
The differential imaqe
under increase
conditon seems to display linear edges
clearer than the other. This will later
prove to
be effective
for lineament
enhancement.

step 4. The results from Step 3 have
lineaments and also short or nonlinear
lines that are out of interest in terms of
lineaments. This step picks up lines that
satisfy several conditions and are assumed
to be candidates for lineaments. First,
each edge point is searched and then the
line is tracked. During this process, the
line is asslmed to reach its end when it
goes out of the limit for linear line or
it reaches another edge.
After reaching
the end, the line length is checked and it
is assumed as a candidate for lineaments
when the length is greater than a shorter
limit.
I II .

r:XPERIMr.NTS ON LANDSAT IMAGERY

In this section, some results are
selected and exhibited for comparison of
the effect of the parameters described in
section II. The relation of the exhibited
images is summarized in Fig.2. The (--»
denotes processing flow. The comparison of
two figures connected by
\'lill be
explained below.

«--»

Original
STEP 1
STEP 2

Fig.3
--------------~--------------Fig.S <--> Fig.4
--------------~--------------Fiq.? <--> Fiq.6 <--> Fig.9
Fiq.. 8 <-- > I"
<-- > Fig. 10
oJ, ~

Fia,.12 <--> Fiq.11 <--> Fig.13
--------------~---------------

Step 3

Fiq.20

Fig.21
Step 4

--------------~--.-------------

Fiq.22

Fig.2 The relation of exhihited
iJ'1.ages in Yokoyama district
A. LIm-:AllFNT FNITANCF-:!IBI1T (STEP 1,2)
Oriqinal image. Fier.3 shows a LANDSAT

image~applying

~Tpper limit.
Fig. 6
shows
the
lineament enhanced image of Fiq.4 hy the
paraJ'1eters
(LNf~=21 ,
"DRC=16 ~
INT=1) .
Comparing
this with
Fig.?
(FLT=NWS,
ABS=NO, J"HT=2SS;
STEP 2 same as Fig.6),
the effect of the upper limit is obvious.
Take the bottom right corner for example
where
a
cloud is
found,
the
big
differencial value between the cloud and
land has a had effect and ameba like
portion far from linear line can be seen
in Fin.?

Filter size. Fig.S shows a lineament
enhanced image (FLT=NN3, ABS=?!O, LHT=1S;
LNC:=21, T)RC=24, INT=1). The 3x3 filter is
more sensitive for delicate edges than the
SxS filter. The size of filter should be
selected according to the lineaments of
interest.
Slit length. Fiq.9 and Fiq.10 show
lineament enhanced images (STEP "1 same as
Fig. 4; LUr,=11,
DRC=8,
IUT=1,
LUr,=41,
DRC=32, INT=2, respectively).
Comparing
Fig.9 and Fig.10 with Fig.6, it is obvious
that when longer slit is selected in STEP
2, the difference between long edges and
short edges is emphasized and short edges
diminish relatively.
Independent process for directions.
Fin.11 shows an overlaid image by four
lineament enhanced images (J\'BS=NO, LHT=1S,
FT"T=NWS, BFS, SWS, 8ES; STEP 2 same as
Fig.6) On the other hand, Fig.12 shows a
lineament enhanced image (ABS';"YES, LMT=1S,
FLT=itsWES; STEP 2 same as Fig. 6) .
It is
obvious that clearer linear edges can be
ohtained by the
differentiation under
increase condition and its independence
~or directions.
Number of overlays. C0l!lpa;-ing Fig:13
(FLT-Nl4S, 5£5), an overla~d ~mage, w~th
Pig. 11 (FLT=~H\TS, SES, Nr.S, SWS), they are
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nearly similar. Although the latter type
images are ideal, the former type images
are" often used to save computing time.
Texture by linear lines. Fig.14 shows
a LANDSAT original image that displays the
famous Atera fault in Japan which is
indicated by (--> <--). On the other hand,
Fig.15 shows the lineament enhanced image
of Fig.14. It is very interesting that a
linear line itself does not appear on the
fault but the textures of linear lines on
both sides of it are quite different and a
lot of linear lines are cut off on the
fault.
B. CONTRAST STRETCIIINr, (Step 0)

Fig.16 shows a LANDSAT original image
of desert area in Africa. Fig.17 shows the
contrast stretched image by applying Step
o to Fig.16. By this stretching, local
delicate contrasts appear and the effect
for lineament enhancement is observed in
Fig.18 and Fig.19
that are lineament
enhanced images of
Fig.16 and Fig.17
respectively.
C. THINNING AND LInE TRACKINr, (Step 3,4)
Fiq.20 shows the binarizetl image of
Fig.11 by applying thresholding at about
90 % point of
histogram.
Fig.21 is
obtained by applying
thinning to the
binarized image. Fig.22 shows the line
tracked image by applying
Step 4 to
Fig.21. By this process, short or nonlinear edges are vanished.
IV.

I' ,

I I

DISCUSSION

to exist

V.

CONCLTTSIOrl

The lineament enhancement technique
developed here proved powerful in spite of
the simple algorithm by experiments on
LANDSAT imagery. Lineament enhanced image
has some merits in co~parison with the
original image: it shows some linear lines
difficult to detect in the original image;
it can exclude subjectivity by analysts to
a certain extent; it can release people
from voluminous works, so
it may be
helpful for the active fault analysis.
\'lhen resources permit, all the good points
of judgements by the eye and machine
processings should be utilized.
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l"iq.3 LANDSAT oriclinal imaqe in Yokoyama
district (Ban~ 6) .
Active faults
are indicated hy (--> <--) .

Fiq.ij Differential image hy STEP
(FLT-HW5, 1\BS-1l0, LMT=l5).

Fiq.5 Differential imaqe bv STr:P 1
(FLT-NSW~5, hDS=YF.S, - U1T'" 1 5) .

Fig.6 Lineament enhanced image of Fi9 . 4
hy STEP 2 (LNG.. 21, DRC=16, INT=l) .
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-- - -

- - ------ - - -

pi,;! . 7 Lineament enhanced image (PLT=111'15.
AIJS"'HO. T.IIT=255:
STep 2 same as
Fig. 6) .

Fig.9 Lineament enhanced imaqe ( STrp 1
same as Fiq.ij: Lrlr,,,,11, DRC=B,INT=1).

Fig . 8 Linear.'lent enhanced image (PLTt::NN3,
LMT=15;
LNr,=21,
nRC=2ij,
ABS=NO,

Fig . 1 a r.ineament enhanced image ( STEP 1
same as Fig . ij;
LNG"Ul, DRC=32,

INT=l) •

INT=2) •

I

I
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Fiq. 1 1 Overlaid imarye
(lIBS"'tlO , LHT=15,
FLT=NW5,llF5,SW5,Sr:5;
STEP 2 safl'1e
as Fiq.6).

Fiq.12 J,ineament enhanced image (V1T"'15,
lIBS=YES. FLT=!ISWE5;
STEP 2 same
as Fiq . 6) .

(Jl.BS"'!IO. J.MT=15.
Fiq. 1 ] Overlaid imaqe
STEP 2 sane as
FLT ., !lw5. S~5:
Fig. 6) •

Fiq . H

r~NDSAT
oriqinal
image of the
Jl.tera fault
(Dand 6) .
the fault
is indicated hy (--> <--I.
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1

'I

Fig.15 Lineament enhanced imaqe of
1!! (STEP 1 sal'1e as Fiq~l;;
same as Fiq.6).

Fig.
STEP 2

Fig.16 LANDSAT original il'1aqe of a desert
area in Africa (Band 7).

pig. 17 contrast
piq . 16 .

stretched

I

, II

110

Proc~ssjng

of

Fig .1 8 !.ineament enhanced image of Fig . 16
(STEP 1 same as Fia . lI; STEr 2 same

as Fiq.6).

1981 I\IIochine
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of Remotely Silnsed Data Symposium

Fiq.19 Lineament enhanced image of Fig.17
(STFP 1, STEP 2 same as Pig . 1S).

Fig.20 Binarized imaqe of Fig.ll.

Piq.21

~hinned

ima~e

of

ri~ . 20 .

Fig.22 Line tracked image of Fig.21.
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